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Rewinding memories may help us recall where
the good stuff is
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Just had a chocolate memory

By Emily Benson

Think of a nice restaurant you went to. Replaying memories in reverse appears to help rats
work out where they found particularly tasty food, making it easier to go back there.

Like people, rats store maps of the world in the hippocampus regions of their brains. Here,
“place cells” fire in different patterns and combinations to help map particular routes and
environments while a rat is exploring.

These place cells are also active when rats aren’t moving around, says David Foster at Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. As well as firing during sleep, the cells are active
when rats pause in their travels, firing in sequence as if mentally replaying the route they have
just taken.

This sequence is sometimes played in reverse. “This replay is very interesting and kind of
mysterious,” says Kamran Diba at the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. While forward
replays intuitively make sense, figuring out why a rat would recall memories in reverse is more
of a puzzle, Diba says.

Reliving chocolate
Foster and his team wondered if recalling memories backwards might help the rats keep track
of where to find particularly good food.

To find out, they implanted electrodes into the hippocampi of five rats to measure the
simultaneous activity of about 120 place cells in each animal. They then let the rats run back
and forth along a straight path with liquid chocolate at each end.

When the researchers put four times as much chocolate at one end of the track, the rats
mentally retraced their route there more often, and did this in a reverse pattern around twice
as much as forward replays.

Reliving a memory step-by-step in reverse could help the rat remember the first stages of what
turned out to be a productive route, Foster says. “If you get a nice big fat reward, you should be
learning that the places you encountered along the way are all great places to be, and this
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trajectory is a good one.”

The hippocampus soaks up important information from single experiences and events, says
Matthew Wilson at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. “This reverse reactivation may
be an important, perhaps even critical, part of that unique biological capacity for learning
through unique experience,” he says.
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Read more: Rats dream about the places they wish to go
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